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How much arsenic is permissible in drinking water? Should financial firms be required to hold on to some 
of the risky securities they issue? Can a company sell a jar of peanut butter that contains only 90% 
peanuts? In the modern United States, the answers to these questions are determined by the 
administrative state – a collection of dozens of regulatory agencies, bureaus, and commissions 
compromising millions of officials and staff. Historians, political scientists, and other scholars have long 
recognized the administrative state as an important site of governance. But unlike Congress, the Courts, 
or the Presidency, most of us have little idea about what exactly the administrative state does, much less 
how these regulatory bodies came to have so much power and responsibility. EPA G-Men banging down 
doors in Springfield might get a laugh on The Simpsons, but why do EPA Special Agents carry guns?    
 
Regulators approaches the making of the administrative state as a central component in the history of the 
modern United States. The seminar begins in the late nineteenth century, when elected officials created 
commissions of experts in an attempt to govern an increasingly complex economy, and continues through 
the twentieth century, with its bursts of new state authorities and responsibilities, before concluding in the 
present, asking what a long history of the administrative state can teach us about contemporary policy. To 
understand the context in which the administrative state emerged and evolved, Regulators casts a wide 
net. Among other subjects, students will consider popular movements for environmental protection and 
worker safety, intellectual transformations in understandings of risk and public welfare, political fights over 
the scale and scope of the government, and biographies of regulators and the powerful institutions that 
they make up. Readings include classic texts and new scholarship across different disciplines alongside 
contemporary journalism and novel approaches like podcasts – returning throughout the semester to the 
question of we can tell an engaging and vital history of the administrative state. Toward that end, students 
will also explore a variety of different primary source materials throughout the semester before embarking 
on their own original research projects. 
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Required Books 
 

The following books are available for purchase at RJ Julia Bookstore or through online retailers. They are 
also on reserve in Olin Library. All other readings are available on the course’s Moodle site. 
 

- David Graeber, The Utopia of Rules: On Technology, Stupidity, and the Secret Joys of 
Bureaucracy (2015) 

- Thomas McCraw, Prophets of Regulation: Charles Francis Adams; Louis D. Brandeis; James M. 
Landis; Alfred E. Kahn (1984) 

- David Vogel, The Politics of Precaution: Regulating Health, Safety, and Environmental Risks in 
Europe and the United States (2012) 

- Arlie Russell Hochschild, Strangers in Their Own Land: Anger and Mourning on the American 
Right (2016) 

- Brian Balogh, Chain Reaction: Expert debate and public participation in American commercial 
nuclear power, 1945-1975 (1991) 

 
Course Requirements and Grading 

 
Attendance and Assignment Policy: Students are expected to attend class and submit their assignments 
by the date assigned unless they have a medical or family emergency, in which case they should contact 
their Class Dean, who will notify the professor. Absences are not excused and late assignments are not 
accepted unless and until the Class Dean has communicated with the professor.  
 
Class Participation (30% of final grade): Students are expected to complete the weekly readings by the 
date for which they are assigned and come to class prepared to engage in discussion. Students who feel 
uncomfortable speaking in front of the group can meet with the professor to brainstorm ways to make 
contributing easier. Laptops and other electronic devices are not permitted in class.   
 
Reading Responses (20% of final grade): Each week, students will write a short response to the assigned 
readings. Rather than summarizing the readings, responses should consider how the readings fit together 
and relate to the weekly theme but they may also take up other questions. Responses should be between 
200-300 words in length and will be collected at the end of each class for a credit, no credit grade.      
 
Research Project (50% of final grade): Over the course of the semester, students will research a topic of 
their choosing related to global environmentalism broadly defined and produce a presentation and a 
5,000-word paper to report on their research findings. Students are encouraged to start exploring and 
refining their topic early. By October 16, each student needs to have met with the professor to discuss 
their topic. On October 30, students will submit a written proposal for their research project, with a 
preliminary bibliography. During the final course meeting, each student will give a 15-minute presentation 
of their project (worth 10% of final grade). Incorporating advice and questions from their classmates, 
students will revise their research papers (40%) for submission on December 14 by 5pm via email.  
 
Guidelines for Written Assignments: All written assignments should be doubled-spaced and paginated. 
Give your assignments original titles and provide your name and the date of submission in a short header. 
Use footnotes to cite material from other sources according to the Chicago Manual of Style. See 
http://www.chicagomanualofstyle.org/tools_citationguide/citation-guide-1.html for sample citations. 
 
Academic Integrity: Students are expected to adhere to Wesleyan University’s Honor Code, described in 
the Student Handbook, https://www.wesleyan.edu/studentaffairs/studenthandbook/StudentHandbook.pdf 
 
Learning Disabilities: Wesleyan University is committed to ensuring that all qualified students with 
disabilities are afforded an equal opportunity to participate in and benefit from its programs and services. 
To receive accommodations, a student must have a documented disability as defined by Section 504 of 
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the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 and the ADA Amendments Act of 2008, and provide documentation of the 
disability. If you believe that you need accommodations for a disability, please contact Dean Patey in 
Accessibility Services, located in North College, Room 021, or call 860-685-2332 for an appointment to 
discuss your needs and the process for requesting accommodations. Since accommodations may require 
early planning and generally are not provided retroactively, please contact Accessibility Services as soon 
as possible. 

 
Course Outline 

 
January 30: Introduction: Why Study the Administrative State? 
 
 
February 6: Of Peanuts and Bureaucrats  
 

David Graeber, The Utopia of Rules: On Technology, Stupidity, and the Secret Joys of 
Bureaucracy (2015) 
 
Krissy Clark, The Uncertain Hour (podcast from National Public Radio’s Marketplace). Season 
Two, Episode 1-3. (episodes streaming at https://www.marketplace.org/topics/uncertain-hour) 

 
 
February 13: The Early Administrative State  
 

Morton Horwitz, The Transformation of American Law, 1870-1960: The Crisis of Legal Orthodoxy, 
Chapter Eight: Legal Realism, the Bureaucratic State, and the Rule of Law 
 
Thomas McCraw, Prophets of Regulation (1984), chapter one through four 
 
Krissy Clark, The Uncertain Hour (podcast from National Public Radio’s Marketplace). Season 
Two, Episodes 6 (episodes streaming at https://www.marketplace.org/topics/uncertain-hour) 

 
 
February 20: The New Deal 
 

Thomas McCraw, Prophets of Regulation (1984), chapter five and six 
 

Samuel Hays, “Political Choice in Regulatory Administration,” in Regulation in Perspective, edited 
by Thomas McCraw, 124-154. 

 
 
February 27: The Golden Age of Expert Rule 
 

Brian Balogh, Chain Reaction: Expert debate and public participation in American commercial 
nuclear power, 1945-1975 (1991) 

 
 
March 6: Principles and Precaution: Risk and the Problem of Scientific Uncertainty  
 

Sarah Vogel, Is it Safe? BPA and the Struggle to Define the Safety of Chemicals (2012), 
selection. 
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Brian Drake, Loving Nature, Fearing the State: Environmentalism and Antigovernment Politics 
before Reagan (2013), chapter two: Precious Bodily Fluids: Floridation, Environmentalism, and 
Antistatism 

 
** Research Paper proposals due in class ** 

 
 
March 13 and March 20: No Class, Spring Break 
 
 
March 27: Much Ado About Reform 
 

Paul Sabin, “Environmental Law and the End of the New Deal Order,” Law and History Review 
33: 4 (November 2015): 965-1003. 
 
Benjamin Waterhouse, Lobbying America: The Politics of Business from Nixon to NAFTA (2013), 
Chapter 6: Uncertain Victory: Big Business and the Politics of Regulatory Reform 
 
Thomas McCraw, Prophets of Regulation (1984), Chapter 7: Kahn and the Economist’s Hour  

 
 
April 3: The Administrative State in Comparison 
 

David Vogel, The Politics of Precaution: Regulating Health, Safety, and Environmental Risks in 
Europe and the United States (2012) 

 
 
April 10: A Biography of an Agency: FDA 
 

Daniel Carpenter, Reputation and Power: Organizational Image and Pharmaceutical Regulation 
at the FDA (2010), selection 

 
Krissy Clark, The Uncertain Hour (podcast from National Public Radio’s Marketplace). Season 
Two, Episode 4. (episodes streaming at https://www.marketplace.org/topics/uncertain-hour) 

 
 
April 17: Cents and Sensibilities: Economists and the Administrative State 
 

Luigi Zingales, “Preventing Economists’ Capture,” (2014) 
 

Cass Sunstein, Risk and Reason: Safety, Law, and the Environment, Chapter 1: Beyond 1970s 
Environmentalism (2002), Chapter 6: Health-Health Tradeoffs, and Chapter 7: The Arithmetic of 
Arsenic 

 
Frank Ackerman and Lisa Heinzerling, Priceless: On Knowing the Price of Everything and the 
Value of Nothing (2004), Chapter 1: Prices Without Values, Chapter 4: The $6.1 Million Question, 
and Chapter 7: Unnatural Markets 
 
Robert Kuttner, “Obama’s Obama: The Contradictions of Cass Sunstein,” Harper’s Magazine 
(2014) 
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April 24: New Takes of the Administrative State 
 

Karen Orren and Stephen Skowronek, The Policy State: An American Predicament, Chapter 5: 
Politics in the Policy State” (2017) 
 
Edward Balleisen and Marc Eisner, “The Promise and the Pitfalls of Co-Regulation: How 
Governments Can Draw on Private Governance for Public Purpose” (2009) 

 
Krissy Clark, The Uncertain Hour (podcast from National Public Radio’s Marketplace). Season 
Two, Episode 7 (episode streaming at https://www.marketplace.org/topics/uncertain-hour) 

 
 
May 1: What’s the Matter with Louisiana? or, the Administrative State in Contemporary Politics 
 

Arlie Russell Hochschild, Strangers in Their Own Land: Anger and Mourning on the American 
Right (2016) 

 
 
May 8: student research project presentations 
 
 
May 14: final research papers due by 9am via email  
 


